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CLICK acts as a voice for photographers. It's an attempt to
make everyone explore and learn more about photography &
film making and let aspirant seeks skills & knowledge. It tries
to be more of a guide to students who find photography and
film making as their passion. Being a part of CLICK, one
learns much more than just photography. One learns to love
art, the basics of management of an event, the value of team
spirit and whatnot. CLICK provides an exposure that a
photographer and film makers needs and helps them to
focus on exploring their skills. 
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Food photography is an art of
photography which focus on food
or uses food as a Photography
subject. 

A subset of commercial
photography, the images are then
used in product packaging,
cookbooks, billboards, marketing
materials, and more.
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For food product photos can be used for
packaging layout. The props and
background used,   are mostly
predefined and made to fit the layout. 
 It's makes product more attractive.

This is a technical type of photography
and requires professional lighting,
attention to details, styling and photo
editing skills. 
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Product photography is any image of a
product for sale. It's also known as
commercial photography, these images
are meant to entice shoppers to
purchase the photographed products.
They feature product details , features 
 and product descriptions. The idea is to
give potential buyers a full impression of
the product.
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With editorial food photography,
there is a  co-ordination happening
between food styling, propping,
lighting and composition. When these
elements are right, even the most
difficult food can look
mouthwatering.

Editorial photography, which finds its
place in the field of food photography,
is also expressed as non-commercial
pictures. Editorial photographs are
pictures that are generally used as
images of any news in newspapers or
magazines. Therefore, they are also
known as non-advertising photos.



Products that are processed
into a recipe are photographed
for editorial purposes. This is the
type of food photography we as
consumers encounter most
frequently nowadays. We see it
in magazines, cookbooks, social
media, brochures, e-mailings, …
It is also the most popular type
of photography to practice
among food photography
enthusiasts and bloggers.
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A product that is sitting in a
basket, laid out on a cutting
board, packaging with some
fresh fruits next to it. They are all
representing a mood but they
are not processed in a recipe. 

For example - a jar can be
accompanied by fresh
strawberries to show it is made
of fruit. A tea box can have a cup
of steaming tea next to it and
some empty cups in the
background, as to say ‘we are
ready to have an afternoon tea
with friends’.

In easy language 'Product In
Mood' is define our behaviour or
nature just by a picture of a food.  
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Without proper light photography
is just a waste of time and effort. If
we click the photo with proper
light then its looks much creativity
and attractive. Immerse light in
the photo gives the true meaning
of the image. So the quantity of
light is also important at the time
of food photography

 
Making the frame is also an
important part of photography.
What area we captured and
what we left. How many
relevant things we can add to it
and how many we can remove
that also made the photo
attractive.
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The Colour and the quality of the
photos show the background and
the details of the photos. If we use
the different and attractive colors
of food in photography then it
creates a great impression on the
viewers. The creativity of the artist
can judge by the photograph.
And if we use ingredients
properly then its make a good
photograph..

When you take a click on the
food we have to make a clear
boundary for the food (blur the
background) so we can even feel
a taste of the food. Also If the
food is on the table and we have
to take a picture first we have to
do is to organize the food in a
way that can be more creative
like a picture.



BEST LENSES FOR
FOOD PHOTOGRAPHY
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https://www.instagram.com/click_srcc/
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